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INTERNAL 
CONTROL SYSTEM AT LGT
Back in 2015, LGT began its search for a modern, database 
driven internal control system (ICS) as part of a formal 
evaluation and selection process. Out of the ten software 
vendors participating in the bidding process, the bank 
selected GBTEC. They started the implementation of BIC 
Platform the following year.

Just a few years prior, the bank had completed an en-
terprise rollout of an internal control system based on 
Microsoft® Excel™. Since it had quickly reached its limits 
regarding data storage, administration and automated 
workflows, this solution did not provide a suitable basis 
for future development.

WHY BIC PLATFORM?

BIC Platform stood out for its good usability and high 
flexibility. In addition to mapping its current ICS process, 
the bank can continually adapt and develop the software 
further to reflect the growing process maturity.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
LGT placed the following requirements at the top of its 
list for a new system solution and vendor:

• Modern, flexible GRC platform offering strong  
functionality at an attractive price

• Intuitive, user-friendly application
• Regional presence and availability of competent con-

sultants as “challengers”
• Flexibility to fulfill the bank’s specific requirements

SERVICE

BRANCH

BASED IN

EMPLOYEES

USERS

Private Banking,
Asset Management

Finance

Bendern, Liechtenstein

2500

540

KEY FACTS

Easy, intuitive handling through dashboards

Integrated workflows and (automated) messaging

Suitable foundation to flexibly report tailored 
content to different users

Central administration and ongoing development 
of the platform

„We had multiple requirements for a 
modern, future-proof internal control 
system. After just a two-day workshop, 
we were convinced that GBTEC with its 
BIC Platform and competent consulting 
offered the best solution for our needs.“
- Marco Stalder, Head of Operational Risk
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
 Strong integration and better collaboration among 

the three lines of defense
 More automation through workflows and messaging
 Improved user acceptance through dashboards
 Better control through central administration
 Targeted reporting content for a clearer view of ICS 

content and processing status
 Solid foundation to continually optimize and extend 

the ICS (e.g., general IT controls) and other GRC pro-
cesses

DEVELOPMENT AND STRENGTHENING
OF CURRENT TOPICS
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR ADVANTAGE
International corporations as well as local leaders from a wide range of industries have 

relied on BIC Platform for many years. Here you see an extract of our customers:



LGT
LGT, which has been owned by the Princely Family of Liechtenstein for over 80 years, has vast experience in managing family 

assets. In both its business and investment strategies, the company focuses on long-term perspectives. Due to its ownership 

arrangement, LGT has a clear and efficient organizational structure that enables fast, independent decision-making.

You want to learn more about GRC and BIC Platform? Contact us by phone or 
email or simply participate in one of our numerous and  free webinars!

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

CLICK HERE TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT BIC PLATFORM

GBTEC GROUP

At GBTEC, we firmly believe that the alignment of operational management with risk-conscious actions builds the foundation 

for successful business management. That is why we are committed to turn the relevant processes into real value drivers for 

our customers. We achieve this with our state-of-the-art BPM and GRC Suite BIC Platform, qualified consulting and an extensive 

range of training courses. Companies across all industries master their digital transformation, business process management 

initiatives and GRC management with our products and services. Our teams at six locations in Europe and Australia work every 

day to ensure that global Fortune 500 corporations, medium-sized companies and public administration benefit from optimal 

processes and innovative GRC management. For more information, see https://www.gbtec.com/.

Phone  +43 1 3670876
E-Mail  grc@gbtec.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/gbtec-software-ag
https://twitter.com/gbtec?lang=de
https://www.xing.com/company/gbtec
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcagtYh5RvoXT0bC-pRpxCQ
https://www.facebook.com/GBTEC-Software-AG-583921961706968/
https://www.gbtec.com/infohub/webinars-events/?utm_source=ss&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=grc&utm_content=webinars
https://www.gbtec.com/software/?utm_source=ss&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=grc&utm_content=bic-platform
https://www.gbtec.com/software/?utm_source=ss&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=grc&utm_content=bic-platform
https://www.gbtec.com/software/?utm_source=ss&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=grc&utm_content=bic-platform
https://www.gbtec.com/?utm_source=ss&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=grc&utm_content=startpage
mailto:grc%40gbtec.com?subject=



